WEDNESDAYS WITH WARRENTON AREA CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
December 8, 2021
UPCOMING CHAMBER EVENTS
Wednesday, December 8th

Noon

Board of Directors Meeting-Warren County R-III

Monday, December 13th

11:45 am

General Membership Meeting-Warrenton High School

Wednesday, January 5th

Noon

Board of Directors Meeting-Warren County R-III

Monday, January 10th

11:45 am

General Membership Meeting-Warrenton High School

Friday, January 14th

6:00 pm

Annual Awards Banquet-MaryLou Building

Wednesday, January 19th

9:30-11:30 am

HR Forum-Scenic Regional Library

BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT OF THE MONTH
BOONSLICK REGIONAL PLANNING COMMITTEE

When you have a question about how move your small business,
non-profit or community forward call Boonslick Regional Planning
Commission to begin your process. We apply sound planning
practices and collaborative approaches, in Lincoln, Montgomery and
Lincoln Counties to implement business and workforce development,
emergency preparedness, natural resource protection, and quality of
life initiatives. You can rely on the ability of our organization to
provide strategic, administrative, and financial support from concept
to completion.
Call Christine Zika today at 636-456-3473 to discuss how Boonslick
Regional Planning Commission can empower your business or
community to envision an economically resilient and innovative
future.

Event Dates (See Flyers)
December 11th

Cookies with Santa-City Annex Building

December 14th

DIY: Christmas Wreath- Warrenton Library

December 15th

Pioneer Christmas- Warrenton Library

December 18th

Pictures with the Grinch- Cornerstone Chiropractic

December 21st & 22nd

DIY: Christmas Centerpiece- Warrenton Library

December 28th

Movie Night- Warrenton Library

WANT TO ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS?
PURCHASE A TV AD AT THE LICENSE OFFICE. FOR $25 A MONTH OR $150 A YEAR YOU
CAN PURCHASE AN AD THAT RUNS THROUGHOUT THE DAY. CALL 636-456-2530 OR EMAIL
WARRENTONCOC@SOCKET.NET TO LEARN MORE.

Three Strategies for Behavior Change

Self-improvement is a constant process. Everyone wants to bring changes to their lives that will help
them improve their lifestyle but often struggle. Developing or maintaining good habits requires behavior
change. However, people often tend to stick to a particular kind of method or lifestyle if they were
successful in the past. They do not realize that sticking to one particular approach may not be a great
idea. In this article, you will learn about the different strategies for behavior change.

Bottom-Up Strategy
The bottom-up strategy is one of the most direct approaches to behavior change. In this strategy, you
start by doing things that are direct to the change. Like you want to exercise regularly than you start by
exercising every day. This strategy can sometimes be difficult because it requires bigger changes in
your lifestyle and attention to smaller details are also required. Therefore, with the bottom-up strategy,
you install a direct behavior change.

Top-Down Strategy
The top-down strategy involves starting with a goal so that during the process you will automatically
learn about the different habits that are required. Sometimes to achieve your goal, a lot of habits needs
a change and this may look difficult. But with the top-down approach, all you need to do is keep your
goals in mind and focus on it. During the whole process, you will be able to reorganize your
downstream behavior.

Inside-Out Strategy
Inside-out strategy is all about making a conscious decision to be a different person. This strategy can
make you a powerful person if you are successful. In this approach the focus is not achieving your
goals or thinking about your behavior, instead, the stress is on how you can become a different kind of
a person. The problem with this approach is that people tend to focus on becoming idealized versions
rather than realizing the realistic instantiations of their own identity.

Since the above-mentioned strategies are different from each other it is important to know when or
where to use them. Let us see how to use the above strategies.

If you want a new kind of behavior and the target is not too big than the bottom-up approach is a good
strategy to adopt.
When the goal is big and it requires many behavioral changes top-down approach is good.
When you aim to become a different kind of person and there is no focus on goal than inside-out
strategy is one of the best approaches to follow.

-Dr. Purushothaman Kollam

